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Saffron’s Complementary Approach for AI 
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Machine & Deep Learning

 Iterative learning

 Model driven, training required

 Good for known, fixed problems

 Large data sets

 Unable to explain results

Saffron Cognitive Approach

 Autonomous, instant learning

 Model-free, no training

 Good for dynamic and changing problems

 Sparse and highly-dimensional data

 Able to explain results- how and why





Customer Challenge
 Time to market

 Duplicate Issues cross global engineering teams

Results with Saffron
 35% faster triage time

 50% faster resolution rate

 $25m saved per project

Where Saffron Has Made a Difference
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Post Silicon Manufacturing 
and Software Debug



Customer Challenge
Reduce Aircraft Downtime with improved supply chain

• 15,000 out of production aircraft flying

• $1m cost of an aircraft grounded per day

• 4 hours to part decision before Saffron

Results with Saffron
Faster aircraft turnaround with new part finder process
 Able to look across the supply to find partners

 Part decision process reduced to 5 minutes

Where Saffron Has Made a Difference
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Supply Chain Logistics- Aircraft 
Manufacturing

Intel Confidential



Customer Challenge
Reduce Aircraft downtime 
 Time and money lost to downtime or poorly timed maintenance  

 66% accuracy, 16% false alarms

Results with Saffron
Faster aircraft turnaround & personalized schedule
 94% accuracy, 1% false alarms
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Personalized Aircraft Predictive 
Maintenance Optimization

Intel Confidential

Where Saffron Has Made a Difference



Customer Challenge
 Manually classified Corrective Action Program (CAP) reports resulted in: 

 Reduced worker efficiency 

 Plant delays 

 Misclassifications 

Results with Saffron
 Automatically classified 18,000 CAP items – out of the box

 92% accuracy rate – only 18 false positives and 15 false negatives

 Revealed relationships between events and root causes

 Easily identify and eliminate causes of adverse events

 Improve safety

Where Saffron Has Made a Difference
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Nuclear CAP Report Analysis



Customer Challenge
Reduce Software Testing Costs & Improve Productivity
 Requirement to scale globally

 Highly competitive marketplace

 Innovation needed for differentiation

Results with Saffron
 10-15% productivity improvement

 50% test script de- dupe
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Product Testing and 
Defect Resolution

Where Saffron Has Made a Difference





Want to continue the conversation?

Meet us at 
booth #200 

for a live demo

Visit 
saffrontech.com/industrial
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Notices and Disclaimers

Software and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance only on Intel 
microprocessors. Performance tests, such as SYSmark and MobileMark, are measured using specific computer systems, components, 
software, operations and functions. Any change to any of those factors may cause the results to vary. You should consult other
information and performance tests to assist you in fully evaluating your contemplated purchases, including the performance of that 
product when combined with other products. For more complete information visit: http://www.intel.com/performance. 

Tests document performance of components on a particular test, in specific systems. Differences in hardware, software, or configuration 
will affect actual performance. Consult other sources of information to evaluate performance as you consider your purchase. For more 
complete information about performance and benchmark results, visit www.intel.com/benchmarks.

Intel technologies’ features and benefits depend on system configuration and may require enabled hardware, software or service 
activation. Performance varies depending on system configuration. No computer system can be absolutely secure. Check with your 
system manufacturer or retailer or learn more at intel.com.

The products described may contain design defects or errors known as errata which may cause the product to deviate from published 
specifications. Current characterized errata are available on request.

Intel, the Intel logo, Xeon, Xeon Phi and Nervana are trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and/or other countries.

*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others

© 2018 Intel Corporation. All rights reserved.
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